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We propose a self-consistent many-body theory for coupling the ultrafast dipole-transition and
carrier-plasma dynamics in a linear array of quantum wires with the scattering and absorption of
ultrashort laser pulses. The quantum-wire non-thermal carrier occupations are further driven by
an applied DC electric field along the wires in the presence of resistive forces from intrinsic phonon
and Coulomb scattering of photo-excited carriers. The same strong DC field greatly modifies the
non-equilibrium properties of the induced electron-hole plasma coupled to the propagating light
pulse, while the induced longitudinal polarization fields of each wire significantly alters the nonlocal
optical response from neighboring wires. Here, we clarify several fundamental physics issues in this
laser-coupled quantum wire system, including laser influence on local transient photo-currents, pho-
toluminescence spectra, and the effect of nonlinear transport in a micro-scale system on laser pulse
propagation. Meanwhile, we also anticipate some applications from this work, such as specifying
the best combination of pulse sequence through a quantum-wire array to generate a desired THz
spectrum and applying ultra-fast optical modulations to nonlinear carrier transport in nanowires.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several studies on strong light-matter interactions in semiconductors 1–3 were reported in the past three decades.
However, most of these studies involved some non-self-consistent phenomenological models with model-parameter in-
puts from experimental observations. For example, a very early work on spectral-hole burning in the gain spectrum in
Ref. [1] assumed a constant pumping electric field by fully neglecting the field dynamics but including the electron dy-
namics instead under the energy-relaxation approximation. Later, such a simplified study was improved by including
full quantum kinetics for collisions between pairs of electrons in Ref. [2] within the second-order Born approximation.
However, a spatially-uniform electric field was still adopted in their model and the dynamics of this pumping electric
field was not taken into account. Only very recently, a self-consistent calculation based on coupled Maxwell-Bloch
equations was carried outin Ref. [3] for a multi-subband quantum-wire system. However, some phenomenological
parameters were introduced for optical-coherence dephasing, spontaneous-emission rate and energy-relaxation rate.
Although the field dynamics was solved using Maxwell’s equations in Ref. [3], only the propagating transverse elec-
tromagnetic field was studied while the localized longitudinal electromagnetic field was excluded. It is interesting to
point out that none of this early work on strong light-matter interactions has ever considered the drifting effects of
electrons under a bias voltage in a self-consistent way.
For the first time, we have established a unified quantum-kinetic model for both optical transitions and nonlinear
transport of electrons within a single frame. This unified quantum-kinetic theory is further coupled self-consistently
to Maxwell’s equations for the field propagation so as to study strong interactions between an ultrafast light pulse and
driven electrons within a linear array of quantum wires beyond the perturbation approach. In our theory, the optical
excitations of quantum-wire electrons by both propagating transverse and localized longitudinal electric fields are
considered. Meanwhile, the back action of optical polarizations 4, resulting from induced dynamical dipole moments
and plasma waves due to electron-density fluctuations, on transverse and longitudinal electric fields is also included.
Moreover, the semiconductor Bloch equations 2 (SBEs) are generalized to account for possible crystal momentum
altering (non-vertical) transitions of electrons under a spatially nonuniform optical field, as well as the drifting of
electrons under a net driving force including electron momentum dissipation.
It is well known that photons do not interact directly with themselves. Instead, they interact indirectly through
exciting electrons in nonlinear materials. Although the strong interaction of photons in a laser pulse with electrons in
quantum wires is extremely short in time and confined only within a micro-scale, photons still acquire “fingerprints”
from the configuration space of excited electron-hole pairs. These pairs can be detected through either a delayed light
pulse in the same direction or another light beam in different directions as a stored photon quantum memory 5 from
the first light pulse. Within the perturbation regime, the nonlinear optical response of incident light can be studied,
such as the Kerr effect and sum-frequency generation. 6 On the other hand, for optical reading, writing, and memory
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2these ultrafast processes cannot be fully described by perturbation theories since they involve an ultrafast and strong
interaction between a light pulse and the material.
From the physics perspective, in this work we want to focus on three fundamental issues for a pulsed-laser irradiated
quantum wire system. They are: variations in local transient photo-current and photoluminescence spectra by an
incident laser pulse, changes in propagation of laser pulses by nonlinear photo-carrier transport in a micro-scale
quantum-wire array, and optical reading of photon quantum memory (or electronic-excitation configurations) stored
in a micro-scale quantum-wire array by a laser pulse. From the technology perspective, however, we look for a
specification of the best combination of pulse sequence through a quantum-wire array to generate a desired terahertz
spectrum and a realization of ultra-fast optical control of nonlinear carrier transport in wires by laser pulses.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first establish a self-consistent formalism for propagation
of laser pulses and generation of local optical-polarization fields by photo-excited electron-hole pairs in quantum wires.
After this, we develop in Sec. III another self-consistent theory for pulsed-laser excitation of electron-hole pairs and
nonlinear transport of photo-excited carriers under a DC electric field. Meanwhile, we also derive dynamical equations
in Sec. IV for describing back actions of electrons in quantum wires on interacting laser photons. In Sec. V, we present
a discussion of numerical results for transient properties of photo-excited carriers and laser pulses as well as for
light-wire interaction dynamics. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. VI with some remarks.
II. PULSE PROPAGATION
The pulse propagation is governed by Maxwell’s equations which we solve using a Psuedo-Spectral Time Domain
(PSTD) method 7. Under this scheme, derivatives in real position (r) space are evaluated in the Fourier wavevector
(q) space, in which Maxwell’s equations take the form
iq · D˜(q, t) = ρ˜qw(q, t) , (1a)
iq · B˜(q, t) = 0 , (1b)
iq × E˜(q, t) = − ∂
∂t
B˜(q, t) , (1c)
iq × H˜(q, t) = ∂
∂t
D˜(q, t) . (1d)
Here, E˜(q, t) and B˜(q, t) represent the electric and magnetic fields, D˜(q, t) and H˜(q, t) are the auxiliary electric and
magnetic fields, and ρ˜qw(q, t) is the charge-density distribution in the quantum wires embedded within a dielectric
host. The two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transforms with respect to spatial positions are defined by
f˜(q) =
∫
d2r e−iq·r f(r) , (2a)
f(r) =
1
(2pi)2
∫
d2q eiq·r f˜(q) . (2b)
In this work for non-magnetic materials, we neglect magnetic effects on the propagation and on the quantum wires
so that the auxiliary magnetic field H˜(q, t) = B˜(q, t)/µ0 with µ0 as the vacuum permeability. We further divide
the fields (f˜) into transverse (f˜
⊥
) and longitudinal (f˜
‖
) contributions with respect to q, defined by q · f˜⊥ = 0 and
q× f˜‖ = 0, respectively. By definition and from Eqs. (1a) and (1b) then, the longitudinal components of the auxiliary
fields are given at all times by
D˜
‖
(q, t) = eˆq
[
ρ˜qw(q, t)
iq
]
, (3a)
H˜
‖
(q, t) = 0 , (3b)
eˆq = q/q is a unit vector specifying the q direction, D˜
‖
(q, t) includes the longitudinal polarization fields,
P˜
‖
qw(q, t), of quantum wires, and the longitudinal-optical conductivity, σ˜
‖
op(q, t), is determined from the equation: 8
σ˜
‖
op(q, t)E˜
‖
(q, t) = J˜
‖
qw(q, t) ≡ ∂P˜
‖
qw(q, t)/∂t.
We further recast the electric field E˜(q, t) in terms of the electric displacement D˜(q, t), the polarization fields of the
host material, P˜ host(q, t), and the quantum wires, P˜ qw(q, t). The dispersion in the host material will be important
3for ultrashort pulses. We therefore use a frequency (ω) dependent dielectric function for the host, host(r, ω) =
b+
∑
i
χi(r, ω), where b is a static and uniform background constant and χi(r, ω) is the polarizability of the ith local
Lorentz oscillator for bound electrons such that P i(r, ω) = 0χi(r, ω)E(r, ω) with 0 as the vacuum permittivity,
where E(r, ω) = E‖(r, ω) +
∑
n
E⊥n (r, ω). By solving a time-domain auxiliary differential equation for each ith
oscillator, 7 we get P˜ host(q, t) = 0(b − 1)E˜(q, t) +
∑
i
P˜ i(q, t).
Therefore, the time-evolution of the transverse auxiliary fields for different light pulses can be obtained from Eqs. (1c)
and (1d):
∂D˜
⊥
(q, t)
∂t
= iq × H˜⊥(q, t) , (4a)
∂H˜
⊥
(q, t)
∂t
= −i0c2 q × E˜⊥(q, t) , (4b)
where c = (µ00)
−1/2 is the vacuum speed of light, D˜
⊥
(q, t) includes the transverse polarization fields, P˜
⊥
qw(q, t),
of quantum wires, and the transverse-optical conductivity σ˜⊥op(q, t) can be determined from
8 σ˜⊥op(q, t) E˜
⊥
(q, t) =
J˜
⊥
qw(q, t) ≡ ∂P˜
⊥
qw(q, t)/∂t. At all times, the longitudinal (‖) and transverse (⊥) components of E˜(q, t) are evaluated
through 9
E˜
⊥,‖
(q, t) =
D˜
⊥,‖
(q, t)−∑
i
P˜
⊥,‖
i (q, t) + P˜
⊥,‖
qw (q, t)
0b
. (5)
Note that P˜
{‖,⊥}
qw (q, t) in Eq. (5) has often been omitted. Instead, it enters directly into Eq. (1d) as a term J˜qw(q, t) =
∂P˜ qw(q, t)/∂t, mainly flowing along the quantum-wire direction eˆw in a 2D field system.
We orient all wires along the eˆw direction, and split q into vectors parallel q‖ = (eˆw · q) eˆw and perpendicular
q⊥ = −(eˆw × eˆw × q) to eˆw. Note that the directions of q‖ and q⊥ are not related to longitudinal and transverse
contributions of an electromagnetic field. The quantum-wire source terms in Maxwell’s equations are the sum of the
contributions from each quantum wire and are expressed as 10
ρ˜qw(q, t) =
∑
j
ρ˜1Dj (q‖, t) e
−iq⊥·R⊥j − q2⊥/4α2 , (6a)
P˜
{‖,⊥}
qw (q, t) =
∑
σ=x,y
P˜σqw(q, t) G˜
σ
{‖,⊥}(q) =
∑
j
e−iq⊥·R
⊥
j − q2⊥/4α2
∑
σ=x,y
P˜σj (q‖, t) G˜
σ
{‖,⊥}(q) , (6b)
where σ = x, y label two of three independent dipole directions in a two-dimensional propagating system for electrons
within a quantum wire, the centered transverse position of the jth quantum wire in real space is denoted by R⊥j ,
and the width of each wire is 2/α. The total electric field E˜(q, t) = E˜
‖
(q, t) + E˜
⊥
(q, t) is a complex field and
|E˜(q, t)| =
√
|E˜⊥(q, t)|2 + |E˜‖(q, t)|2. In addition, we would like to emphasize that the quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-
1D) quantum wire is still treated as a bulk semiconductor material for optical transitions of electrons. The polarization
field P˜ qw(q, t) should point to the direction of 2D dipole moments. For centrosymmetric GaAs cubic crystal with
isotropic band structures at Γ-point, the unit vector in the dipole direction is found to be eˆσd = eˆx,y with eˆx,y as two
coordinate unit vectors. The 1D field sources, ρ˜1Dj (q‖, t) and P˜
σ
j (q‖, t), in Eqs. (6a) and (6b) are calculated from the
solutions to the SBEs in the 1D momentum space of the wire as described below. Moreover, G˜σ{‖,⊥}(q) in Eq. (6b)
represent the two vector projection functions for longitudinal (‖) and transverse (⊥) directions of the polarization
4field, respectively. Specifically, we can write them down as 11
G˜x‖(q) = (eˆq · eˆx) eˆq =
q⊥
q2⊥ + q
2
‖
(q⊥eˆx + q‖eˆy) , (7a)
G˜y‖(q) = (eˆq · eˆy) eˆq =
q‖
q2⊥ + q
2
‖
(q⊥eˆx + q‖eˆy) , (7b)
G˜x⊥(q) = − (eˆq × eˆq × eˆx) =
q‖
q2⊥ + q
2
‖
(q‖eˆx − q⊥eˆy) , (7c)
G˜y⊥(q) = − (eˆq × eˆq × eˆy) =
−q⊥
q2⊥ + q
2
‖
(q‖eˆx − q⊥eˆy) , (7d)
where q = {q⊥eˆx, q‖eˆy} for our chosen eˆw = eˆy.
III. LASER-SEMICONDUCTOR PLASMA INTERACTION
For photo-excited spin-degenerate electrons and holes in the jth quantum wire, the quantum-kinetic semiconductor
Bloch equations are given by 3,12,13
dnej,k(t)
dt
=
2
~
∑
k′
Im
{
pj,k,k′(t) ·Ωj,k′,k(t)
}
+
∂nej,k(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
rel
, (8a)
dnhj,k′(t)
dt
=
2
~
∑
k
Im
{
pj,k,k′(t) ·Ωj,k′,k(t)
}
+
∂nhj,k′(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
rel
, (8b)
i~
dpj,k,k′(t)
dt
=
[
εek + ε
h
k′ + εG + ∆ε
e
j,k + ∆ε
h
j,k′ − i~∆ehj,k,k′(t)
]
pj,k,k′(t)−
[
1− nek(t)− nhk′(t)
]
~Ωj,k,k′(t) (8c)
+ i~
∑
q 6=0
Λej,k,q(t)pj,k+q,k′(t) + i~
∑
q′ 6=0
Λhj,k′,q′(t)pj,k,k′+q′(t) ,
where pj,k,k′(t) =
∑
σ=x,y
pσj,k,k′(t) eˆ
σ
d are potentially two equations with respect to p
x,y
j,k,k′(t) that are formally combined
into one vector equation (8c), σ = x, y correspond to the dipole directions, the spin degeneracy of carriers is included,
εG is the bandgap of a host semiconductor including size-quantization effects of quantum wires, the retarded interwire
electromagnetic coupling has been included in Eqs. (5), (6b) and in Eqs. (25a) and (25b). In Eqs. (8a)-(8c), nej,k(t)
and nhj,k′(t) are the electron (e) and hole (h) occupation numbers at momenta ~k, and ~k′, respectively, and ~q,
~q′ represent their transition momenta. The quantum coherence between electron and hole states coupled to the
electric field is pj,k,k′(t), Ωj,k,k′(t) is the renormalized Rabi frequency, ε
e
j,k and ε
h
j,k′ indicate their kinetic energies,
and ∆εej,k and ∆ε
h
j,k′ are the Coulomb renormalization
14 of the kinetic energies of electrons and holes. Moreover,
∆ehj,k,k′(t) = ∆
e
j,k(t) + ∆
h
j,k′(t) is the diagonal dephasing rate
2 (quasi-particle lifetime), while Λej,k,q(t) and Λ
h
j,k′,q′(t)
are the off-diagonal dephasing rates 2 (pair-scattering) for electrons and holes (see Appendix D for details).
In deriving the above equations, the electron and hole wave functions in a quantum wire are assumed to be Ψe,hk (ξ) =
ψe,h0 (ξ⊥) exp(ikξ‖)/
√L, where L represents the length of a quantum wire, ψe,h0 (ξ⊥) = (αe,h/
√
pi) exp
(
−α2e,hξ2⊥/2
)
are the ground-state wavefunctions of electrons and holes in two transverse directions, αe,h =
√
m∗e,hΩe,h/~, m∗e,h are
the electron and hole effective masses, ~Ωe,h are the level separations between the ground and the first excited state
of electrons and holes due to finite-size quantization, and α in Eqs. (6a)-(6b) is given by 2/α = 1/αe + 1/αe, and
the local position vector ξ = {ξ⊥, ξ‖} just as q = {q⊥, q‖} earlier. The dipole-coupling matrix element is calculated
as dcv =
√
(3e2~2/4m0εG) [(m0/m∗e)− 1] for the isotropic interband dipole moment at the Γ-point 15 and m0 is the
free-electron mass. If the quantum-kinetic occupations ne,hj,k(t) in Eqs. (8a) and (8b) are replaced by their thermal-
equilibrium Fermi functions n0(ε
e,h
k ) and the Rabi frequencies Ω
x,y
j,k,k′(t) in Eq. (8c) are also replaced by dcvE
(0)
x,y/~ for
an incident electric field, we arrive at the optical linear-response theory from Eq. (8c) after neglecting all dephasing
terms.
In Eq. (8c), εek = ~2k2/2m∗e and εhk′ = ~2k′ 2/2m∗h are the kinetic energies of electrons and holes. Their correction
5terms, ∆εej,k and ∆ε
h
j,k′ , are given by:
14
∆εej,k = 2
∑
q
nej,q(t)V
ee
k,q; q,k −
∑
q 6=k
nej,q(t)V
ee
k,q; k,q − 2
∑
q′
nhj,q′(t)V
eh
k,q′; q′,k , (9a)
∆εhj,k′ = 2
∑
q′
nhj,q′(t)V
hh
k′,q′; q′,k′ −
∑
q′ 6=k′
nhj,q′(t)V
hh
k′,q′; k′,q′ − 2
∑
q
nej,q(t)V
eh
q,k′; k′,q , (9b)
which also account for the excitonic interaction energy. The Coulomb-interaction matrix elements, V ehk1,k′1; k′2,k2
,
V hhk′1,k′2; k′3,k′4
and V eek1,k2; k3,k4 , introduced in Eqs. (9a), (9b), (25a) and (25b) are explicitly given in Appendix B.
In the presence of many photo-excited carriers, i.e., for the total numbers of electrons Ne(t) and holes
Nh(t), the Coulomb interaction will be screened by a dielectric function 1D(q‖, t) in the Thomas-Fermi limit 16,
e.g., V eek1,k2; k3,k4 → V eek1,k2; k3,k4/1D(|k1 − k4|, t), V hhk′1,k′2; k′3,k′4 → V
hh
k′1,k
′
2; k
′
3,k
′
4
/1D(|k′4 − k′1|, t) and V ehk1,k′1; k′2,k2 →
V ehk1,k′1; k′2,k2
/1D(|k1 − k2|, t). Using the high-density random-phase approximation (RPA) at low temperatures,
1D(q‖, t) is calculated as 17
1D(q‖, t) = 1− lim
ω→0
2βm∗e
pi~2q‖
ln
{
ω2 − [Ω−e (q‖, t)]2
ω2 − [Ω+e (q‖, t)]2
}
K0(q‖Re)− lim
ω→0
2βm∗h
pi~2q‖
ln
{
ω2 − [Ω−h (q‖, t)]2
ω2 − [Ω+h (q‖, t)]2
}
K0(q‖Rh) , (10)
where q‖ is the absolute value of the electron wave number, β = e2/4pi0r with r as the average dielectric constant of
the quantum wire, K0(q‖|x|) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind, Ω±e,h(q‖, t) = (~q‖/2m∗e,h) |q‖±2ke,hF (t)|,
ke,hF (t) = pin
e,h
1D(t)/2 are the Fermi wavelengths, Re,h =
√
(2/αe,h)2 + δ20 , δ0 is the thickness of a quantum wire, and
ne,h1D(t) = Ne,h(t)/L are the linear densities of photo-excited carriers.
The additional relaxation terms in Eqs. (8a) and (8b) are given by 18
∂nej,k(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
rel
=
∂nej,k(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scat
−Rj,sp(k, t)nej,k(t)nhj,k(t) +
Fej (t)
~
∂nej,k(t)
∂k
, (11a)
∂nhj,k′(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
rel
=
∂nhj,k′(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scat
−Rj,sp(k′, t)nej,k′(t)nhj,k′(t)−
Fhj (t)
~
∂nhj,k′(t)
∂k′
. (11b)
Here, on the right-hand side, the first term describes non-radiative energy relaxation through Coulomb and phonon
scattering, the second term corresponds to spontaneous recombinations of e-h pairs, and the last term represents
carrier drifting in the presence of an applied DC electric field.
The Boltzmann-type scattering terms for non-radiative energy relaxation in Eqs. (11a) and (11b) are given by 19
∂nej,k(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scat
=W
e,(in)
j,k (t)
[
1− nej,k(t)
]−W e,(out)j,k (t)nej,k(t) , (12a)
∂nhj,k′(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scat
=W
h,(in)
j,k′ (t)
[
1− nhj,k′(t)
]−W h,(out)j,k′ (t)nhj,k′(t) , (12b)
where the explicit expressions for scattering-in, W
e,h,(in)
j,k (t), and scattering-out, W
e,h,(out)
j,k (t), rates for electrons and
holes are presented in Appendix C.
For hot photo-excited carriers in non-thermal occupations, the time-dependent spontaneous-emission rate,
Rj,sp(k, t), introduced in Eqs. (11a) and (11b) for each quantum wire is calculated as 20
Rj,sp(k, t) = 3d
2
cv
0
√
r
∫ ∞
0
dω′
{
~ω′ ρ0(ω′)L(~ω′ − εG − εek − εhk − εj,c(k, t), ~γeh)
×M(~ω′ − εG − εj,c(k = 0, t), ~γeh)
}
, (13)
where L(a, b) = (b/pi)/(a2 + b2) is the Lorentzian line-shape function, M(a, b) = [1 + (2/pi) tan−1(a/b)]/2 is the
broadened step function, γeh = (γe + γh)/2 with 1/γeh as the lifetime of photo-excited non-interacting electrons
6(holes), and ρ0(ω) = ω
2/c3pi2~ is the density-of-states for spontaneously-emitted photons in vacuum. Moreover, the
Coulomb renormalization εj,c(k, t) of the transition energy in the jth quantum wire is found to be
εj,c(k, t) =
∑
q
nej,q(t)
(
V eek,q; q,k − V eek,q; k,q
)
+
∑
q′
nhj,q′(t)
(
V hhk,q′; q′,k − V hhk,q′; k,q′
)
−
∑
q 6=k
nej,q(t)V
eh
q,k; k,q −
∑
q′ 6=k
nhj,q′(t)V
eh
k,q′; q′,k − V ehk,k; k,k , (14)
where the first two terms are associated with the Hartree-Fock energies 16 for electrons and holes, while the remaining
terms are related to the excitonic interaction energy.
The net driving forces, Fj,e(t) and Fj,h(t), introduced in Eqs.(11a) and (11b) for electrons and holes, including the
resistive ones from the optical-phonon scattering of photo-excited carriers, can be calculated from 21
Fej (t) = −eEdc − 2
∑
k,q
~q
{
Θemj,e (k, q, t)−Θabsj,e (k, q, t)
}
, (15a)
Fhj (t) = +eEdc − 2
∑
k′,q′
~q′
{
Θemj,h(k
′, q′, t)−Θabsj,h (k′, q′, t)
}
, (15b)
where Edc is the applied DC electric field. In Eqs. (15a) and (15b), the emission (em) and absorption (abs) rates for
longitudinal-optical phonons in intrinsic and defect-free quantum wires are given by 21
Θemj,e (k, q, t) =
4pi
~
∣∣∣V epk,k−q∣∣∣2 nej,k(t) [1− nej,k−q(t)] [N0(Ωph) + 1]
× L(εek−q − εek + ~Ωph − ~q vej(t), γe) θ(~Ωph − ~q vej(t)) , (16a)
Θabsj,e (k, q, t) =
4pi
~
∣∣∣V epk,k−q∣∣∣2 nej,k−q(t) [1− nej,k(t)]N0(Ωph)
× L(εek − εek−q − ~Ωph + ~q vej(t), γe) θ(~Ωph − ~q vej(t)) , (16b)
Θemj,h(k
′, q′, t) =
4pi
~
∣∣∣V hpk′,k′−q′ ∣∣∣2 nhj,k′(t) [1− nhj,k′−q′(t)] [N0(Ωph) + 1]
× L(εhk′−q′ − εhk′ + ~Ωph − ~q′vhj (t), γh) θ(~Ωph − ~q′vhj (t)) , (17a)
Θabsj,h (k
′, q′, t) =
4pi
~
∣∣∣V hpk′,k′−q′ ∣∣∣2 nhj,k′−q′(t) [1− nhj,k′(t)]N0(Ωph)
× L(εhk′ − εhk′−q′ − ~Ωph + ~q′vhj (t), γh) θ(~Ωph − ~q′vhj (t)) , (17b)
where θ(x) is a unit-step function including Doppler shifts from drifting carriers, N0(Ωph) = [exp(~Ωph/kBT )− 1]−1
with T as a lattice temperature and ~Ωph as the longitudinal-optical-phonon energy, while
∣∣∣V epk,k−q∣∣∣2 and ∣∣∣V hpk′,k′−q′ ∣∣∣2
are fully derived in Appendix C. If we neglect both Rj,sp(k, t) terms in Eqs. (11a) and (11b) and second terms in
Eqs. (15a) and (15b), as well as replace Boltzmann-type scattering terms in Eqs. (12a) and (12b) by relaxation-time
approximation, we arrive at the linearized Boltzmann transport equations for electrons and holes.
First, from the perspective of local quantum kinetics of carriers in 1D quantum wires, the DC-field induced photo-
current density in each quantum wire is calculated as
J j,ph(t) =
eα
2δ0
[
nhj,1D(t) v
h
j (t)− nej,1D(t) vej(t)
]
eˆw ≡
[
σhj (t) + σ
e
j(t)
]
Edc eˆw , (18)
where σ
e(h)
j (t) represent the quantum-wire transport conductivities of electrons and holes, the drift velocities v
e(h)
j (t)
in Eq. (18) are given by
v
e(h)
j (t) =
2
N e,hj (t)~
∑
k
dE¯
e(h)
j,k (t)
dk
n
e(h)
j,k (t) ≡ µe(h)j (t)Edc , (19)
7E¯
e(h)
j,k (t) = ε
e(h)
k + ∆ε
e(h)
j,k is the renormalized kinetic energy of electrons and holes, and µ
e(h)
j (t) are the quantum-wire
nonlinear (with respect to Edc) mobilities of electron and holes. Moreover, the local heating of electrons and holes in
each quantum wire under a laser pulse can be described by their average kinetic energies per length:
Qtotj (t) = Qej(t) +Qhj (t) ≡
2
L
∑
k
E¯ej,k(t)n
e
j(t) +
2
L
∑
k
E¯hj,k(t)n
h
j (t) , (20)
which can be used to determine the effective temperatures Tj,e(h)(t) for electrons and holes through the simple relations
Qe(h)j (t) = ne(h)j,1D(t)kBTj,e(h)(t)/2. We can also calculate the time-resolved photoluminescence spectrum Pj,pl(Ω0 | t)
for each quantum wire, given by 20,22
Pj,pl(Ω0 | t) = 3d
2
cv
L0√r ~Ω0 ρ0(Ω0)
∑
k
nej,k(t)n
h
j,k(t)L(~Ω0 − εG − εek − εhk − εj,c(k, t), ~γeh)
×M(~Ω0 − εG − εj,c(k = 0, t), ~γeh) , (21)
where ~Ω0 is the energy of emitted photons.
IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING IN THE QUANTUM WIRES
From the solutions to Eq. (8c), we calculate the 1D polarization 10 introduced in Eq. (6b)
P˜ qw(q, t) =
∑
σ=x,y
P˜σqw(q, t) eˆ
σ
d =
∑
j
e−iq⊥·R
⊥
j − q2⊥/4α2
∑
σ=x,y
P˜σj (q‖, t) eˆ
σ
d , (22a)
P˜σj (q‖, t) =
dcvα
2δ0L
∑
k
pσj, k+q‖, k(t) + H.C. , (22b)
where pj, k+q‖, k(t) is determined by Eq. (8c), ~q‖ corresponds to the transferred momenta from photons to charged
carriers in the wire direction, L is the quantum-wire length, δ0 is the quantum-wire thickness, dcv is the 2D isotropic
dipole moment between the valence and conduction band, and H.C. stands for the Hermitian conjugate term. The
free-charge density distribution in Eq. (6a) is given by
ρ˜1Dj (q‖, t) = ρ˜
h
j (q‖, t) + ρ˜
e
j(q‖, t) , (23)
where ρ˜hj (q‖, t) and ρ˜
e
j(q‖, t) are the charge-density distributions of holes and electrons in the jth quantum wire, which
we calculate within the random-phase approximation 17 as (see Appendix A for detailed derivations)
ρ˜hj (q‖, t) =
eα
N ej (t)Lδ0
∑
k,k′
∑
σ=x,y
pσj, k′, k−q‖(t) [p
σ
j, k′, k(t)]
∗ =
eα
N ej (t)Lδ0
∑
k,k′
pj, k′, k−q‖(t) · [pj, k′, k(t)]∗ , (24a)
ρ˜ej(q‖, t) =
−eα
Nhj (t)Lδ0
∑
k,k′
∑
σ=x,y
[pσj, k−q‖, k′(t)]
∗ pσj, k, k′(t) =
−eα
Nhj (t)Lδ0
∑
k,k′
[pj, k−q‖, k′(t)]
∗ · pj, k, k′(t) . (24b)
Here, N
e(h)
j (t) = 2
∑
k
n
e(h)
j,k (t) is the total number of electrons (holes) in the jth quantum wire.
Moreover, in Eqs. (8a)-(8c), the renormalized Rabi frequencies can be calculated from
Ωxj,k,k′(t) =
dcv
~
∫
dq⊥√
q2‖ + q
2
⊥
[
−q‖E˜⊥j,x(q⊥, q‖, t) + q⊥E˜‖j,x(q⊥, q‖, t)
]∣∣∣∣∣∣
q‖=k−k′
+
∑
k1 6=k, k′1 6=k′
pxj,k1,k′1(t)V
eh
k,k′; k′1,k1
, (25a)
Ωyj,k,k′(t) =
dcv
~
∫
dq⊥√
q2‖ + q
2
⊥
[
q⊥E˜⊥j,y(q⊥, q‖, t) + q‖E˜‖j,y(q⊥, q‖, t)
]∣∣∣∣∣∣
q‖=k−k′
+
∑
k1 6=k, k′1 6=k′
pyj,k1,k′1
(t)V ehk,k′; k′1,k1 , (25b)
8where q = {q⊥eˆx, q‖eˆy} for the chosen eˆw = eˆy, eˆ⊥q = eˆz × eˆq (eˆz is a unit vector in the direction perpendicular
to the xy-plane), and the second term represents the correction to the dipole moment by excitonic interactions. The
effective transverse and longitudinal electric-field components, E˜⊥j,x(y)(q⊥, q‖, t) and E˜‖j,x(y)(q⊥, q‖, t), are the 1D finite
Fourier-transformed corresponding electric-field vectors inside the jth wire:
E˜⊥j (q⊥, q‖, t) =
∞∫
−∞
dr‖
L e
−iq‖r‖ g(r‖)
∞∫
−∞
dr⊥ e−iq⊥·r⊥ψe0(r⊥ −R⊥j )ψh0 (r⊥ −R⊥j )E⊥(r⊥, r‖, t) , (26a)
E˜‖j (q⊥, q‖, t) =
∞∫
−∞
dr‖
L e
−iq‖r‖ g(r‖)
∞∫
−∞
dr⊥ e−iq⊥·r⊥ψe0(r⊥ −R⊥j )ψh0 (r⊥ −R⊥j )E‖(r⊥, r‖, t) . (26b)
Here, we take g(x) = Γ(9/8) exp
[−(2x/L)8] as a normalized gating function for the wire of length L.
In addition, from the constraint ∂D˜
‖
(q, t)/∂t+J˜
‖
qw(q, t) = 0 and Eq. (1a), the current J˜
1D
j (q‖, t) in the jth quantum
wire is found to be
J˜1Dj (q‖, t) =
J˜
‖
j (q, t)
(eˆw · eˆq) = −
1
iq(eˆw · eˆq)
∂
∂t
[
ρ˜hj (q‖, t) + ρ˜
e
j(q‖, t)
]
=
i
q‖
∂
∂t
[
ρ˜hj (q‖, t) + ρ˜
e
j(q‖, t)
]
, (27)
where we treat a quantum wire as a quasi-1D electronic system in the electric quantum limit with a current flowing
only along the eˆw direction. From Eqs. (22b), (24a) and (24b), we know that Eq. (27) has provided us with a constant
in time from the dynamical equation with respect to pσj,k,k′(t), which can be employed to determine both the transient
and steady-state optical response of individual photo-excited quantum wire. For steady state, however, we can simply
replace the occupations nej,k(t) and n
h
j,k′(t) by their thermal-equilibrium Fermi functions 1/{1 + exp[(εek − µe)/kBT ]}
and 1/{1+exp[(εhk′−µh)/kBT ]}, respectively, where µe and µh are the chemical potentials of electrons and holes, and
T is the lattice temperature. Meanwhile, it implies a conservation law, i.e., the charge conservation law. Moreover,
the left-hand side term, J˜1Dj (q‖, t), can be computed perturbatively for weak fields by using a linear-response theory
17
(i.e., the Kubo formula) to obtain conductivities, while the right-hand side term, ∂2ρ˜e,hj (q‖, t)/∂t
2, can be treated by
using the random-phase approximation 17 for high carrier densities to find plasmon frequencies.
Finally, from the perspective of propagation of incident pulsed light E⊥inc(r, t |ω0), we can compute its coherent
Fourier spectra for intensity transmission TF(Ω |ω0) and reflection RF(Ω |ω0), i.e., transient wavefront detection at
a fixed spatial position, as functions of Fourier frequency Ω, given by
TF(Ω |ω0) =
+∞∫
−∞
dr⊥
∣∣∣E⊥(r⊥, r‖  L/2,Ω |ω0)∣∣∣2
W (E inc0 )2 , (28a)
RF(Ω |ω0) =
+∞∫
−∞
dr⊥
∣∣∣E⊥(r⊥, r‖  −L/2,Ω |ω0)∣∣∣2
W (E inc0 )2 , (28b)
where E⊥(r,Ω |ω0) is the Fourier transform of E⊥(r, t |ω0) with respect to t, ω0 is the central frequency of the
incident light pulse, and r
(0)
‖  −L/2 is the peak position of initial incident light pulse at t = 0. Moreover, E inc0 is
the amplitude of the incident light pulse and W represents the width of the quantum-wire array.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We numerically solve Maxwell’s equations in both 1D and 2D systems for a τ0 = 40 fs (full width at half maximum),
λ0 = 800 nm wavelength (ω0 = 2pic/λ0 ≡ q0c) pulsed-laser field propagating in the y-direction. The magnetic field is
polarized purely in the z-direction. The corresponding incident electric field is primarily polarized in the x-direction,
but also has a significant y-component in the 2D spatial simulations because of tight initial focusing (initial beam
width is taken to be wx = 800 nm for the 2D case) and the light diffraction by a linear array of quantum wires
embedded in a dielectric host. The initial peak intensity of the pulse is 6.2 GW/cm2. The laser field immediately
propagates through an AlAs host material. The linear polarization in the AlAs host is calculated by a Lorentz model,
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic of a model system which consists of biased quantum wires extending along the y direction
and displayed in the x direction by a linear array. An incident laser pulse, with a Gaussian spatial profile in the x direction and
its electric and magnetic fields along x and z directions, propagates along the y direction and generates e-h pairs in quantum
wires by interacting with them. Additionally, induced electrons and holes in quantum wires are driven by DC electric fields.
for which the necessary constants are calculated from a Sellmeier equation for AlAs 23. The AlAs index of refraction
at the peak wavelength is given by n0 = 3.0044. The pulse propagates toward the quantum-wire array that is centered
about x = 0 and y = 0, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The initial magnetic field is numerically constructed as a diffracting (dispersive) Gaussian beam (pulse)24:
H(x, y, t = 0) = eˆzHz0 e
ik0(y−y0) exp
{
− [1 + ib(y − y0)]x
2
`2x(y − y0, LR)
}
exp
{−[1− ia(y − y0)](y − y0)2
`2y(y − y0, LD)
}
, (29)
where y0 is the initial y-position of the pulse peak and wy = (c/n0)τ0/
√
2 ln 2 is the initial pulse length. The wave
vector at the peak wavelength is k0 = 2pin0/λ0 while the initial peak magnetic field Hz0. The functions a(y) = y/LD,
b(y) = y/LR, and `x,y(y, L) = wx,y
√
1 + (y/L)2, where LD = k0w
2
y/2 is the host dispersion length and LR = k0w
2
x/2
is the Rayleigh range. For the 1D case, we have x = 0.
TABLE I: Parameters for AlAs host semiconductor
Parmeter Description Value Units
s Static dielectric constant 10.0
∞ High-frequency constant 8.2
r Relative dielectric constant 9.1
Ωph Phonon frequency 36 meV/~
Γph Inverse phonon lifetime 1 meV/~
T Host temperature 77 K
TABLE II: Parameters for GaAs quantum wires
Parmeter Description Value Units
L Length of quantum wire 200 nm
δ0 Thickness of quantum wire 5.65 nm
~Ω0 Energy level separation 100 meV
εG Band gap 1.5 eV
m∗e Electron effective mass 0.07m0 kg
m∗h Hole effective mass 0.45m0 kg
γe Electron lifetime frequency 20 THz
γh Hole lifetime frequency 20 THz
Edc Applied DC field 1 kV/cm
To calculate the corresponding initial electric-field vector, we first choose the gauge ∇ ·A = 0, allowing us to first
calculate the magnetic vector potential A and then the electric field by
A˜(q, t = 0) = −i
(
q
µ0q2
)
× H˜(q, t = 0) ,
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Calculated nej,k(t) [in (a)] and n
h
j,k(t) [in (b)] from Eqs. (8a) and (8b) as functions of carrier wave number
k for electrons (e) and holes (h) within the central quantum wire at different times t. Here, results for electrons and holes are
shown for different moments at t = 120, 140, 160, 335, 670 fs and t = 1, 1.6, 10 ps for a 40 fs light pulse interacting significantly
with electrons in quantum wires within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
E˜(q, t = 0) = −
[
∂A˜(q, t)
∂t
]
t=0
= −
(
q ωq
µ0q2
)
× H˜(q, t = 0) . (30)
Here, the initial time dependance of the fields is assumed to be given by exp (−iωqt), where ωq is the q-dependent
frequency obtained by solving |q| = nr(ωq)ωq/c and nr(ω) is the frequency-dependent refractive index in the host.
The magnetic field is first propagated one-half time step by multiplying H˜(q, t = 0) with exp (−iωq∆t/2), then all
fields are inverse Fourier transformed back into xy-space where their real part is taken. After Fourier transforming
back into q-space, we use the standard PSTD method to propagate the pulse into the quantum-wire array. The
properties of the host material used in the quantum-wire calculations in Sec. III are summarized in Table I. The
quantum wires themselves are assumed to be made of GaAs and their properties are summarized in Table II. Each
wire is oriented along the y direction (eˆw = eˆy), such that q‖ = qyeˆy, q⊥ = qxeˆx, ξ‖ = y, and ξ⊥ = xeˆx. The linear
array of quantum wires is centered about x = 0 and y = 0, and each wire is separated by a distance of a in a linear
array. The 2D simulations are performed with arrays of 1, 3, and 10 wires.
A. Transient Quantum Electronic Properties
The experimentally-measurable field and optical responses of solid-state materials can be computed quantum-
statistically using non-equilibrium occupations for different electronic states. In Fig. 2, by solving Eqs. (8a) and (8b)
we present comparisons of nej,k(t) [in (a)] and n
h
j,k(t) [in (b)] as functions of carrier wave number k for electrons
(e) and holes (h) within the central quantum wire at different times (t). Here, the occupations ne,hj,k(t) are slightly
asymmetric with respect to k = 0 due to the presence of a 1 kV/cm DC electric field Edc, and the time-evolutions
of non-equilibrium hot electron and hole distributions are displayed with a resonant emission of longitudinal-optical
phonons by electrons (two dips on tails). As the pulse just reaches the quantum wire (t = 120 fs), very weak stimulated
absorption occurs first. Electrons are promoted from the lower valence subband to the upper conduction subband,
leaving holes behind in the valence subband. Such a coherent process appears as double peaks in both nej,k(t) and
nhj,k(t), which are almost identical as the pulse maximum sits inside the quantum wire (t = 140, 160 fs). After the
pulse leaves the quantum wire (t = 335 fs), significant effects from electron-electron and hole-hole scattering show up.
As a result, the double-peak occupations are replaced by one sharp (electron) and one round (hole) peaks (t = 670 fs).
These two inequivalent non-thermal processes lead to much hotter electrons than holes (t = 1, 1.6, 10 ps). Meanwhile,
a phonon-hole burning, which is completely different from the well-known spectral-hole burning 1 at the pumping
resonance εek +ε
h
k = ~ω0−εG in a gain spectrum because of dominant stimulated emission, develops in nej,k(t) but not
in nhj,k(t) due to resonant emission of longitudinal-optical phonons by electrons (t ∈ 335 fs−1.6 ps). This phonon-hole
burning process is accompanied by a rising central peak in nej,k(t) due to energy relaxation of hot electrons to the
εek = 0 subband edge with a very large density-of-states for the quantum wire. As time further goes well beyond
t 1.6 ps, this phonon-hole burning will gradually disappear as more and more high-energy electrons relax to lower
energies, ending with a high round peak surrounded by two smooth tails on each side (i.e., quasi-thermal-equilibrium
distribution) but still giving rise to a much higher electron temperature than that of holes. From Fig. 2(a), we conclude
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Calculated Re[pσj,k,k′(t)] (solid) and Im[p
σ
j,k,k′(t)] (dashed) from Eq. (8c) as functions of carrier
wave number k for optical coherence of electron-hole pairs within the central quantum wire at different moments at
t = 120, 140, 160, 180 fs for a 40 fs light pulse interacting significantly with electrons in quantum wires within the time in-
terval t ∈ 100− 180 fs. Here, results for σ = x, y, corresponding to two directions perpendicular and parallel to quantum wires,
are shown in (a) with k′ = k and (b) with k′ = q0, respectively.
that an initial quasi-thermal-equilibrium state starts forming for electrons at t = 670 fs after the light pulse has passed
through the quantum wires, which gives rise to an initial thermalization time t0 ∼ 670 fs.
Physically speaking, the change in non-equilibrium occupations is attributed to an optical response (or induced
optical coherence) of photo-excited carriers, which leads to light coupling between upper conduction and lower va-
lence subbands of electrons in semiconductor materials. In Fig. 3(a), by solving Eq. (8c) we present comparisons of
both Re[pxj,k,k(t)] (solid) and Im[p
x
j,k,k(t)] (dashed) for transverse optical coherences of induced electron-hole pairs
as functions of carrier wave number k within the central quantum wire at different times. Here, the time-evolution
of negative double peaks in Im[pxj,k,k(t)] (t = 120 fs) for initial resonant stimulated emission at finite |k| values is
demonstrated in the presence of incident light pulse with ~ω0 > εG. For vertical electron transitions with k = k′, we
find in a perturbative way that pxj,k,k(t) ∼ −e−(i/~)(E¯
e
j,k+E¯
h
j,k+εG)t/[~(ω0 + iγeh)− (E¯ej,k + E¯hj,k + εG)]. Therefore, both
Re[pxj,k,k(t)] and Im[p
x
j,k,k(t)] become even functions of k, and we expect a sign switching in both Re[p
x
j,k,k(t)] and
Im[pxj,k,k(t)] themselves (comparing results at t = 140, 160 fs) as (E¯
e
j,k + E¯
h
j,k + εG)t/~ varies from 2`pi to (2` + 1)pi
(for Re) or from (2`+ 1/2)pi to (2`+ 3/2)pi (for Im), where ` is an integer. Here, positive (negative) double peaks in
Im[pxj,k,k(t)] imply a stimulated absorption (emission), i.e., coherent interband Rabi oscillations of electrons. Moreover,
there exist vanishing stimulated transitions at two specific k values due to Re[pxj,k,k(t)] = 0 at E¯
e
j,k + E¯
h
j,k = ~ω0− εG.
Meanwhile, the zero transition at this moment is further accompanied by weak stimulated emission for large |k| values
and strong stimulated absorptions for small |k| values at t = 160 fs.
In addition to transverse optical coherence pxj,k,k(t) which can affect light propagation far away from quantum wires,
the laser pulse also introduces a longitudinal optical coherence pyj,k,k′(t) due to induced longitudinal-plasma waves
oscillating along the wire direction. In Fig. 3(b), we display comparisons of both Re[pyj,k,q0(t)] (solid) and Im[p
y
j,k,q0
(t)]
(dashed) for longitudinal responses from these induced plasma waves as functions of carrier wave number k within
the central quantum wire at different t. For non-vertical electron transitions with k 6= k′, we find in a similar way
that pyj,k,k′(t) ∼ sgn(k − k′) ~Ωyj,k,k′(t)[1− nej,k(t)− nhj,k′(t)]/[~(ω0 + iγeh)− (E¯ej,k + E¯hj,k′ + εG)] with sgn(x) as a sign
function. Therefore, both Re[pyj,k,q0(t)] and Im[p
y
j,k,q0
(t)] appear approximately as odd functions of k with a sharp
sign switching for Re[pyj,k,q0(t)] at k = q0 ≈ 0. Here, large Re[p
y
j,k,q0
(t)] represents a significant nonlocal (k-dependent)
correction to the dielectric constant of quantum wires from contributions of photo-excited free carriers, while small
Im[pyj,k,q0(t)] indicates a weak light-induced optical current flowing within the quantum wire. Furthermore, nonzero
Im[pyj,k,q0(t)] implies a finite lifetime for induced plasma waves and oscillations of Im[p
y
j,k,q0
(t)] with k correspond to
dissipation (positive values) and amplification (negative values) of plasma waves due to their energy exchange with
the laser pulse.
The induced optical coherence pj,k,k′(t) of photo-excited carriers in quantum wires suffers from a decay with time
(i.e., optical dephasing) due to carrier scattering with phonons and other carriers, and the dephasing rate characterizes
how fast an excited-state configuration (or photon quantum memory) by incident laser pulse will elapse with time.
In Fig. 4, we compare diagonal-dephasing rates of induced quantum coherence in Fig. 3, for both electrons ∆ej,k(t)
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Calculated diagonal dephasing rates for electrons ∆ej,k(t) (solid) and holes ∆
h
j,k(t) (dashed) from Eqs. (D1)
and (D2) are presented as functions of wave number k for electrons and holes within the central quantum wire, where results for
electrons and holes are shown for different moments at t = 120, 140, 160, 180 fs for a 40 fs light pulse interacting with quantum
wires within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Calculated photo-generated carrier density nj,1D(t) = n
e
j,1D(t) = n
h
j,1D(t) = N
e,h
j (t)/L [see its expression
right after Eqs. (24a) and (24b)] as a function of t for electrons (e) and holes (h) within the central quantum wire for the
bandgap εG = 1.50 eV (black) and εG = 1.54 eV (red). Here, a 40 fs light pulse interacts significantly with quantum wires
within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
(solid) and holes ∆hj,k(t) (dashed) as functions of carrier wave number k within the central quantum wire at different
times. Here, ∆ej,k(t) and ∆
h
j,k(t) are being built up as the light pulse enters into the quantum wire (t = 120, 140 fs),
with a sharp and a round peak at k = 0 for electrons and holes, respectively, due to very small electron occupation
nej,k(t) at k = 0 for the final state in pair-scattering processes. After the pulse maximum moves into the quantum
wire (t = 160, 180 fs), a single peak in ∆ej,k(t) has been replaced by double peaks. However, the dip between two
peaks is absent in ∆hj,k(t) due to a relatively large broadening effect on pair scattering between heavier holes. The
dual-peak structure associated with ∆ej,k(t) is reminiscent of the corresponding feature in n
e
j,k(t), as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Furthermore, the dual-peak structure in ∆ej,k(t) is accompanied by significant reductions of peak strengths of ∆
e,h
j,k(t),
which are attributed to enhanced Pauli-blocking effects on final states in pair scattering of electrons and holes as
occupations ne,hj,k(t) at k = 0 are greatly increased. Such a Pauli-blocking effect is enhanced greatly due to resonant
emission of longitudinal-optical phonons for electron transitions down to k = 0 state.
In a quantum-statistical theory, different electrons in a system can be labeled by their individual electronic states or
wave number k (including spin degeneracy). The total number of electrons can be found by summing all k-dependent
occupations with respect to k. In Fig. 5, after using obtained occupations ne,hj,k(t) we present the photo-generated
carrier density nej,1D(t) = n
h
j,1D(t) ≡ nj,1D(t) as functions of time t for electrons and holes within the central quantum
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Calculated time-evolution of photoluminescence spectra Pj,pl(Ω0 | t) (logarithmic scale) from Eq. (21)
for spontaneous emission within the central quantum wire at different times t = 120, 140, 180, 667 fs and t = 1.6 ps. Here, ~Ω0
is the energy of spontaneously emitted photons and a 40 fs light pulse interacts significantly with quantum wires within the
time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
wire. As the pulse maximum reaches the quantum wire (t < 140 fs), the carrier density increases quickly with t. Soon
after the pulse passes the quantum wire (t ≈ 200 fs), the carrier density reaches a peak value and becomes nearly
constant for t > 200 fs. This feature results from the fact that the spontaneous emission Rj,sp(k, t) is insignificant
on this time scale, and therefore the total number of photo-generated carriers is conserved after the pulse tail has
left the quantum wire. However, on this time scale the electron and hole non-thermal occupations, as functions
of k, still change dramatically with t due to very strong Coulomb and optical-phonon scattering of carriers within
their individual subbands. Such carrier scattering processes eventually lead to achieving quasi-thermal-equilibrium
distributions for hot electrons and holes in their subbands with very different temperatures. Physically, the elapsed
time for reaching such a quasi-thermal-equilibrium state is termed as an energy-relaxation time which depends on
incident laser-pulse’s width, intensity and excess energy ~ω0− εG, semiconductor band structure, lattice temperature
and other material parameters. As displayed in Fig. 5, the photo-generated carrier density decreases with reducing
excess energy ~ω0 − εG (εG = 1.54 eV) due to down-shifts of carrier Fermi energies.
The plotted nj,1D(t) in Fig. 5 only reveals the change in the sum of occupations over all k values as a function of
time. In order to visualize the time-dependent distribution of carriers in k space, we can display the time-resolved
photoluminescence spectra. Having calculated the expression in Eq. (21), we display in Fig. 6 the time-evolution
of photoluminescence spectra Pj,pl(Ω0 | t) resulting from electron-hole pair spontaneous recombinations within the
central quantum wire as the light pulse passes through the quantum wire, where ~Ω0 is the energy of spontaneously
emitted photons. From this figure, we observe a sharp peak at the bandgap energy ~Ω0 ≈ εG due to the presence
of a very large peak at k = 0 in the product of occupation factors nej,k(t)n
h
j,k(t) in Eq. (21). This photoluminescence
peak is closely followed by an exponential-like long tail which results from spontaneous emission at |k| > 0 electronic
states and is determined by the line-shape function ∼ nej,k(t)nhj,k(t)L(~Ω0 − εG − εek − εhk − εj,c(k, t), ~γeh) with
a negative time-dependent slope for hot carriers in the central quantum wire. Here, it is very interesting to note
that a phonon-hole burning appears as a cusp between two different slopes in the photoluminescence spectra around
~Ω0 − εG ≈ 65 meV due to its dependence on nej,k(t) in Eq. (21). The larger slope on the left-hand side of this cusp
comes from the non-thermal population of electrons at low kinetic energies, while the smaller slope on the right-
hand side of the cusp is attributed to the quasi-thermal-equilibrium population of electrons at high energies (tails
beyond the phonon-hole burning in Fig. 2(a)). This cusp from phonon-hole burning is gradually smoothened with
time (t = 1.6 ps) and will be eventually filled up for t ≥ 10 ps (not shown) by nearby distributed electrons in k space.
Moreover, the merging of slopes at different times in the range of ~Ω0 > 1.78 eV reflects the dynamics of electrons
and holes in their individual quasi-thermal-equilibrium states (t ∈ 140 fs−1.6 ps) as shown in Fig. 2.
For a non-thermal carrier distribution, no temperature can be defined physically for describing the thermodynamics
of photo-excited carriers until a quasi-thermal-equilibrium state has been reached. In this case, however, one can still
define the so-called “effective” carrier temperature through a quantum-statistical average for kinetic energies of all
these non-thermal carriers. Based on calculated average kinetic energies Qe,hj (t) from Eq. (20) (not shown), the
individual “effective” temperatures for electrons Tj,e(t) and holes Tj,h(t) can be obtained. We present in Fig. 7 the
calculated Tj,e(t) (red solid) and Tj,h(t) (blue solid) of the central quantum wire at Edc = 1 kV/cm as functions of
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Calculated effective temperatures for electrons Tj,e(t) (red) and holes Tj,h(t) (blue) [see their expressions
right after Eq. (20)] as functions of t within the central quantum wire for two values of DC electric field Edc = 1 (solid)
and 3 kV/cm (dashed). Both the expanded (a) and the complete (b) views are presented. Here, a 40 fs light pulse interacts
significantly with quantum wires within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
time, where both the short-time-scale (a) and the long-time-scale (b) views are provided. As shown in Fig. 7(a), right
after the front of the light pulse hits the quantum wire (t ≈ 100 fs), the photo-excited electrons become extremely
hot in this non-thermal stage with Tj,e(t) running as high as ∼ 1500 K (77 K for the lattice temperature). This
non-thermal stage for electrons extends all the way until an initial thermalization time t0 ∼ 670 fs is reached, where t0
can be determined from the variation of distributions nej,k(t) with time in Fig. 2(a). During this short period of time,
Tj,e(t) quickly drops from ∼ 1500 K to ∼ 900 K through emission of many optical phonons, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
After the initiation of an electron thermal stage (t > t0), Tj,e(t) only slowly decreases to ∼ 600 K at t = 1.6 ps due
to electron-hole Coulomb scattering and continued phonon emmision. On the other hand, Tj,h(t) drops very slowly
from its initial value ∼ 250 K (t ≈ 100 fs) to ∼ 150 K at its initial thermalization time t1 ∼ 335 fs and remains nearly
constant thereafter, where t1 can also be estimated from the change of distributions n
h
j,k(t) with time in Fig. 2(b).
Throughout this overall cooling process, “cool” holes are heated by hot electrons through electron-hole Coulomb
scattering and Tj,h(t) changes from decreasing to increasing with time after t = 200 fs.
In addition to heating carriers with a laser pulse, an applied DC electric field Edc can also heat carriers through
a resistive force acting on field-driven carriers, i.e., Joule (or Ohmic) heating. Such a Joule heating is expected
to increase quadratically with Edc, especially within the nonlinear-transport regime under a high DC field. For a
stronger DC electric field Edc = 3 kV/cm, from Fig. 7 we find Joule heating starts taking over reducing laser heating
of electrons around t ∼ 250 fs (red dashed), and Tj,e(t) is sustained at ∼ 800 K thereafter, instead of a dropping Tj,e(t)
with time under a lower DC field Edc = 1 kV/cm (red solid). Since the resistive force acting on holes is much smaller
due to their slow drifting motions, Joule-heating effect on them becomes insignificant and there is no visible change
in the results of Tj,h(t) (blue solid and dashed) for Edc = 1 and 3 kV/cm within the nonlinear-transport regime of
photo-excited carriers.
After the generation of photo-excited electron-hole pairs in quantum wires by incident light pulse, these carriers
are driven by an applied DC electric field Edc, leading to asymmetric distributions n
e,h
j,k(t) with respect to k = 0 and
nonzero drift velocities vej(t) for electrons and v
h
j (t) for holes. The transient v
e
j(t) and v
h
j (t) can be calculated by using
Eq. (19) as statistical-averaged group velocities of electrons and holes respectively. The resistive forces, given by the
second terms in Eqs. (15a) and (15b) for electrons and holes, are the reason for Joule heating of these photo-excited
carriers under a strong Edc. Such a heating process is directly connected to momentum dissipation of driven carriers,
which leads to a saturation of carrier drift velocities under a strong DC field. In Fig. 8 we show the calculated electron
and hole mobilities (µe,hj (t) = |ve,hj (t)|/Edc) in the central quantum wire as functions of time t. Plots are shown for
these cases of exposure to a 40 fs pulse (a,b) as well as a 100 fs pulse (c,d) of the same total energy. Each plot presents
simulation results using a different DC electric field applied to the wire.
In the linear-transport regime, µe,hj (t) should be independent of Edc although they may still vary with time due
to transient occupations ne,hj,k(t) produced by a laser pulse. For a strong Edc, however, nonlinear transport of these
photo-excited carriers occurs, leading to decreasing µhj (t) with Edc, as shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(d) for a quasi-
thermal-equilibrium distribution (t = 1.6 ps) of photo-generated holes. For non-thermal photo-generated electrons,
on the other hand, we find nej,k(t), as a function of k, changes dramatically with time in Fig. 2(a). This leads to
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Calculated mobilities for electrons |µej(t)| [(a),(c)] and holes µhj (t) [(b),(d)] from Eq. (19) as functions of
t within the central quantum wire with six values of DC electric field Edc from 0.5 to 3.0 kV/cm in steps of 0.5 kV/cm. Both
results for a 40 fs [(a),(b)] and a 100 fs [(c),(d)] pulse are presented. Here, the light pulse interacts significantly with quantum
wires within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
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FIG. 9: Calculated photo-current Ij,ph(t) = Jj,ph(t)(2δ0/α) from Eq. (18) at Edc = 1 kV/cm as a function of t within the central
quantum wire. The expanded (a) and the complete (b) views are presented. Here, a 40 fs light pulse interacts significantly with
quantum wires within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
a large drop of µej(t) with increasing Edc from 0.5 kV/cm to 1 kV/cm due to Joule heating, which is followed by
a gradual increase of µej(t) with Edc from 1 kV/cm up to 3 kV/cm, as presented in Fig. 8(a). The enhancement of
µej(t) with Edc results from a DC-field induced Doppler shift in both absorption and emission of longitudinal-optical
phonons, as demonstrated by Eqs. (16a) and (16b). These changes in phonon absorption and emission will affect
energy relaxation of hot electrons (t > t0 ∼ 670 fs), modifying time dependence of µej(t) in Fig. 8(a) with various Edc.
However, such a Doppler-shift effect becomes negligible for holes due to their much smaller drift velocity compared
to that of electrons. Additionally, since a longer pulse can cause major modification to the non-thermal distribution
of photo-excited electrons in k space with time, we expect different time evolutions of µej(t) with various Edc, as
displayed in Fig. 8(b).
Besides the time-resolved photoluminescence spectra in Fig. 6, another direct measurement for studying transient
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electronic properties comes from photo-current which involves both transient charge density induced by a laser pulse
and transient drift velocity driven by a DC electric field. The transient induced photo-current Ij,ph(t) determined from
Eq. (18) in the central quantum wire is exhibited in Fig. 9, where both the short-time-scale (a) and the long-time-scale
(b) views are provided. From Fig. 9(a), we find Ij,ph(t) initially increases very rapidly with t as the pulse maximum is
entering into the quantum wire (100 ≤ t ≤ 200 fs). This observed behavior is related to the fact that ne,hj,1D(t) are being
built up very fast during this fast-increasing period of time, as shown in Fig. 5. After this initial short period of time,
the increasing rate of Ij,ph(t) slightly decreases for the slow-increasing period of time (200 ≤ t ≤ 400 fs), where the
linear density nj,1D(t) is already independent of t but drift velocities v
e,h
j (t) still linearly increase with t approximately
(not shown). As t goes beyond 400 fs up to 1.6 ps, Ij,ph(t) becomes nearly a constant, as seen from Fig. 9(b), where
both nj,1D(t) and v
e,h
j (t) become time independent and a much longer carrier-cooling process, as shown in Fig. 7,
starts. Technically, if the slow-increasing period (200 ≤ t ≤ 400 fs) can be shortened and the saturated photo-current
(400 fs≤ t ≤ 1.6 ps) can be eliminated at the same time with high extrinsic defects, 25 the first fast-increasing part
in Ij,ph(t) can possibly be used for the generation of a THz-wave. Here, the fast and slow increasing periods of time
correspond, respectively, to the quantum kinetics of ne,hj,1D(t), due to incident femtosecond light pulse, and to the
thermal dynamics of ve,hj (t), associated with reshaping n
e,h
j,1D(t) into a quasi-thermal-equilibrium distribution.
B. Transient Light-Field and Light-Wire Interaction Properties
In addition to local measurements of both photo-current and photoluminescence spectra, we can also detect changes
in propagating laser pulses far away from quantum wires to explore further the interaction dynamics of a transient
optical field. Specifically, we would like to address how a propagating electric-field component of a laser pulse is affected
by a locally-induced optical-polarization field as a back action of electrons in quantum wires on interacting laser
photons, and vice versa. Such an electron back action will contain both transverse dipole-induced and a longitudinal
plasma-wave-induced polarization fields, as elucidated by Eqs. (22a) and (22b) for the former and by Eqs. (24a) and
(24b) for the latter.
As a starting point, we first show how a quantum-kinetic (microscopic) optical coherence 2 is self-consistently
established by photo-excited electron-hole pairs as an optical response to a total electric field including its own
generated polarization field. The 1D quantum-wire polarization components P˜ x,yj (q‖, t) from Eq.(22b) in q‖ space are
presented in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), and also as functions of time at both small and large values of q‖ in Figs. 10(c)−10(f).
P x,yj (q‖, t) are complex in q‖ space, so both the real and imaginary parts of them are displayed in these four panels.
Since the polarization in y-space must be real, we see that the real and imaginary parts in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)
are symmetric and antisymmetric about q‖ = 0, respectively. Moreover, the dipole polarization field in Fig. 10(a)
becomes much stronger than the plasma-wave polarization field in Fig. 10(b) due to the dominant x-polarized electric-
field component in the incident laser pulse. Furthermore, the q‖-space spreading of the plasma-wave polarization field
is found to be broader than that of the dipole polarization field, implying a stronger localization in the x direction
for the former.
For time dependence, Figs. 10(c) and 10(d) indicate that the dipole polarization field oscillates rapidly at the laser-
field frequency ω0, as expected since the laser field is polarized in the x direction. However, at the array center the
polarization field in the y direction, resulting from the longitudinal plasma waves created by light induced charge-
density fluctuations along the wire, becomes the only nonzero one. Figures 10(e) and 10(f) further reveal that this
plasma-wave polarization field does not oscillate with the laser frequency. Instead, it has the time dependence of the
temporal laser envelope, but with an extended tail in time, reflecting the existence of charge-density fluctuations only
during the time period for the presence of a pulsed laser within the wire. The Fourier transform with respect to time
of Fig. 10(e) results in a distribution centered about ω = 0, and with a width of about 20 THz. This implies a very low
plasmon energy (very slow oscillations with a very long time period) for such a small q‖ value used in Fig. 10(e), but
the plasmon energy increases greatly at a much large q‖ value in Fig. 10(f), i.e., fast oscillations with a much shorter
time period. One possible application of this work is to determine what combination of pulses, when sent through a
quantum-wire array, will generate a localized plasma-wave polarization field with a desired THz spectrum 25,26, which
can then be transformed into a propagating transverse electric field after employing a surface grating.
The back action 4 from photo-excited electron-hole pairs in quantum wires on incident laser photons can be analyzed
by studying self-consistent macroscopic optical polarization fields generated by induced dipole moments (plasma-
waves) perpendicular (parallel) to the wires. The plots for the localized transverse (P⊥x,y) and longitudinal (P
‖
x,y)
quantum-wire polarizations are displayed in Fig. 11 in a region near the wire array. Here, the array is centered about
x = 0 and y = 0. These three wires are separated by a = 125 nm along the x-direction. Quantitatively, we note
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Calculated real and imaginary parts of P˜ xj (q‖, t) [(a) (c),(d)] and P˜
y
j (q‖, t) [(b),(e),(f)] from Eq. (22b) as
a function of wave number q‖ [(a), (b)] (real-solid, imaginary-dashed) at different times t = 120, 140, 160 fs within the central
quantum wire as well as a function of time t [(c)-(f)] (real-black, imaginary-red) at q‖/q0 = 1 [(c),(e)] and 10 [(d),(f)]. Here,
the light pulse interacts significantly with quantum wires within the time interval t ∈ 100− 180 fs.
that all the polarization contributions, P⊥x (x, y) and P
⊥
y (x, y), are comparable in strength. The strongest polarization
contribution, P
‖
x (x, y), results from the strong bound charge density and varies rapidly around the vicinity of the
wires. The diffraction of the incident laser pulse by this small array is significant, and then the higher-order diffracted
light beam, which acquires a very large angle with respect to the y direction (or q⊥  q‖), gives rise to a very strong
longitudinal polarization field P
‖
x (x, y) in Fig. 11(c). We also find similarities in the spatial distributions for P
‖,⊥
x (x, y)
in Figs. 11(a) and 11(c) as well as for P
‖,⊥
y (x, y) in Figs. 11(b) and 11(d). These local electronic “fingerprints” in
P⊥x (r, t) can still be embedded in and further carried away by a propagating transverse electric field E
⊥
x (r, t) over a
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Density plots for spatial distributions of both transverse [(a),(b)] and longitudinal [(c),(d)] local
polarization fields at the moment of t = 140 fs that a 40 fs pulse peak is passing through the middle of a quantum-wire array
(y = 0), where transverse- and longitudinal-polarization-field components along both the x [(a),(c)] and y [(b),(d)] directions
are displayed. The linear array consists of three quantum wires displaced in the x direction at x = 0 and ±125 nm, respectively.
very large distance. Here, the phases of both P
‖,⊥
x (x, y) and P
‖,⊥
y (x, y) in each quantum wire remain the same due to
the lack of inter-wire electromagnetic (Coulomb) coupling for the large wire separation (a = 125 nm). Only P⊥x (x, y) in
Fig. 11(a) becomes delocalized within the wire array along the x direction, while the other three in Figs. 11(b)−11(d)
are kept localized. The distributions above and below a wire in Figs. 11(b) and 11(d) acquire opposite phases, while
the distributions of each wire in Figs. 11(a) and 11(c) keeps the same phase. Furthermore, the similarity between
Figs. 11(b) and 11(d) indicates that the electronic fingerprint from the local e-h plasma waves can be imprinted on
the e-h pair dipole moments, and vice versa as shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(c).
In order to show the effect of back action from photo-excited electron-hole pairs in quantum wires on incident
laser photons, we need to study the dynamics of both propagating transverse and localized longitudinal electric-field
components. Figure 12 displays the propagating transverse (E⊥x,y) and localized longitudinal (E
‖
x,y) electric fields as
the center of the 40 fs laser pulse passes through the same three-wire array. Note that the longitudinal electric fields
are shown only around the vicinity of the wires. Note also the difference in scales between the plots in Fig. 12. For
example, the maximum field strength for E⊥x (x, y) in Fig. 12(a) is 1.25 MV/cm, whereas the maximum field strength
for E⊥y (x, y) in Fig. 12(b) is only 0.05 MV/cm. This is because the laser pulse is primarily polarized in the x direction,
but the tight focusing conditions create a small but significant transverse y-component. Also notable is that the peak
magnitude of E
‖
x(x, y) is an order of magnitude greater than that of E
‖
y(x, y), a fact that only a multi-dimensional
propagation model in this paper will reveal. The fact that E
‖
x(x, y) is an order of magnitude bigger than E
‖
y(x, y) in
Fig. 12 can be explained in the same way as the occurrence of the strongest P
‖
x (x, y) in Fig. 11(c). However, as shown
below, this reasoning does not hold for larger arrays with smaller inter-wire spacing. The comparison of Figs. 12(a)
and 12(b) clearly demonstrates that the diffraction of the laser pulse only appears for E⊥y (x, y) but not for E
⊥
x (x, y).
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Density plots for spatial distributions of both transverse [(a),(b)] and longitudinal [(c),(d)] propagating
electric fields at the moment of t = 140 fs that a 40 fs pulse peak is passing through the middle of a quantum-wire array (y = 0),
where transverse- and longitudinal-field components along both the x [(a),(c)] and y [(b),(d)] directions are presented. The
array used is the same as that in Fig. 11.
Moreover, E
‖
x(x, y) in Fig. 12(c) and E
‖
y(x, y) in Fig. 12(d) are reminiscent of the corresponding features of P
‖
x (x, y)
and P
‖
y (x, y), respectively, in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) but with an opposite phase as can be verified by Eq. (5). Therefore,
these imprinted electronic fingerprints on the local polarization fields P
‖,⊥
x,y (r, t) can be transferred from quantum wires
to a distant place by propagating electric-field components E
‖,⊥
x,y (r, t), respectively, if a conversion from longitudinal
to transverse electric field can be fulfilled using a surface grating. Another possible application of the current work
is to make use of the correlation between the local P⊥x,y(r, t) fields and the remote E
⊥
x,y(r, t) fields for extraction of a
photon quantum memory 5 in the far-field region.
From the discussions of Fig. 12, we know that both the laser-pulse diffraction by a wire array and the inter-wire
Coulomb coupling can play an important role in spatial distributions of E⊥,‖(x, y) around the vicinity of the wire
array. Figure 13 presents E
‖
x,y(x, y) as the center of the 40 fs laser pulse passes through a ten-wire array [E⊥x,y(x, y)
are the same as in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b)]. Again, the array is centered about x = 0 and y = 0, but the ten wires
are each separated by a = 40 nm along the x direction. E
‖
x(x, y) in Fig. 13(a) appears much as one might expect
when comparing to Fig. 12(c), but we note that E
‖
y(x, y) is now stronger than E
‖
x(x, y). This is because the smaller
spacing between the wires leads to mutual interactions between electrons in different wires, causing a strong nonlocal
electro-optical interaction 17 between the wires. Additionally, the array structure in Fig. 13(b) is not as clear as the
other field profiles. This is due to the structure and diffraction of the small, but significant, E⊥y (x, y) laser field
component in Fig. 12(b). The E⊥y (x, y) is zero at x = 0 (between the two central wires), but gets stronger on the
edges of the array, increasing the impact on the nonlinear optoelectronic response 6 for the outer wires. Although the
phases of E
‖
x(x, y) in Fig. 13(a) for each wire still stay the same, the phases of E
‖
y(x, y), associated with each wire in
Fig. 13(b), change from q⊥a = 0 to q⊥a = pi between the top and bottom wires. In the presence of strong inter-wire
Coulomb coupling for a ten-wire array, the single-wire plasmon mode is split into ten different ones 27–29, having the
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Density plots for spatial distributions of the longitudinal electric fields at the moment of t = 140 fs
that a 40 fs pulse peak is passing through the middle of a quantum-wire array, where longitudinal-field components along both
the x [(a)] and y [(b)] directions are presented. The linear array consists of ten quantum wires displaced in the x direction at
intervals of 40 nm.
highest energy for the in-phase mode (q⊥a = 0) down to the lowest energy for the out-of-phase mode (q⊥a = pi). The
inter-wire Coulomb coupling scales with ∼ exp(−|q‖|a) which increases with decreasing q‖ and a values 17. We also
emphasize that E
‖
x(x, y) in Fig. 13(a) becomes delocalized for small spacing a, in contrast to the result in Fig. 12(c)
for large wire separation.
Generally speaking, a linear-optical response of electrons to incident laser is independent of the laser-field strength.
However, a nonlinear-optical response of electrons will decrease with increasing laser intensity. In order to demonstrate
nonlinear optoelectronic effects in our system, we present both transmission, TF(Ω |ω0), and reflection, RF(Ω |ω0),
spectra from Eqs. (28a) and (28b) for the central quantum wire with a high peak intensity Ipeak = 6.2 GW/cm
2 in
Fig. 14(a) and a low peak intensity 0.62 kW/cm2 in Fig. 14(c). As Ipeak increases, we find the weak (strong) peak of
normalized RF(Ω |ω0) [TF(Ω |ω0)] in Fig. 14(d) is reduced and broadened simultaneously in Fig. 14(b), as seen from
Fig. 14(a) for a much more clear view of broadening. The major peak reduction and broadening effects observed for
RF(Ω |ω0) are attributed to decreasing nonlinear optical response of the quantum wire to the intense incident laser
field for the former, as well as to the enhanced optical dephasing rate with increasing Ipeak for the latter. Furthermore,
the peak shift inRF(Ω |ω0) is also observed for increasing Ipeak, which is connected to deformed fast oscillations within
the wavepacket of reflected electromagnetic wave due to nonlinear dependence on laser field.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
In this work we present a unified quantum-kinetic model for both optical excitations and transport of electrons
in low dimensional solids within a single frame. The model is a self-consistent many-body theory for coupling the
ultrafast carrier-plasma dynamics in a linear array of quantum wires with the scattering of ultrashort light pulses. It
couples the unified quantum-kinetic theory (beyond the perturbation approach) for the quantum wires self-consistently
to Maxwell’s equations for the field propagation without making any assumptions about the field structure (e.g.,
monochromatic, plain wave, purely transverse, uniform field in the quantum solid, etc.). The quantum wire electron
and hole distributions are evolved with optical excitations and many-body effects while being further driven by an
applied DC electric field along the wires. The many body-effects include collisions and resistive forces from intrinsic
phonon and Coulomb scattering of the carriers. This applied DC field significantly modifies the non-equilibrium
properties of the induced electron-hole plasma, while the induced longitudinal electric fields of each wire contributes
strongly to the nonlocal response from neighboring wires. By including the longitudinal field effects on the wires
and the resulting wire polarization, this model allows researchers to optimize the spectra and intensity of a radiated
terahertz field by the photo-response of the quantum-wire array. More generally, this model provides a quantitative
tool for exploring ultrafast dynamics of pulsed light beams through quantum solids of reduced dimensionality. Because
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Calculated intensity ratios for incident (black), reflected (red) and transmitted (blue) in both logarithm
[(a),(c)] and linear [(b),(d)] scales for 40 fs light pulses with peak intensities 6.2 GW/cm2 [(a),(b)] and 0.62 kW/cm2 [(c),(d)]
from Eqs. (28a) and (28b) as functions of Fourier frequency Ω.
the model itself makes no assumption of pulse parameters, it is ideal for calculating multi-frequency pulse correlations
for single (different times) and dual (separated positions) light pulses to study the quantum kinetics of photo-excited
electron-hole pairs. It also serves as a basis model for the determination of multi-pulse damage thresholds for state-
of-the-art nano-optoelectronic components.
In this paper, we have addressed the following three fundamental physics issues using our model system in Fig. 1,
i.e., (i) how the local transient photo-current and photoluminescence spectra are affected by laser pulse width, cen-
tral frequency and intensity; (ii) how the propagation of transverse and longitudinal electric-field components of a
laser pulse are modified by an applied DC field; (iii) how the stored local electronic fingerprints in self-consistently
generated optical-polarization fields are carried away by incident laser pulse. The corresponding applications of this
research include determining the best combination of pulse sequence through a quantum-wire array to generate a
localized plasma-wave polarization field with a desired THz spectrum 25,26, transferring local electronic fingerprints in
polarization fields by a laser pulse for the remote extraction of the stored photon quantum memory 30, and ultra-fast
optical modulations of nonlinear carrier transport by a laser pulse 31.
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Appendix A: Density Distributions and Occupation Numbers
In second quantization, the electron number density operator in real space is expressed as 12
ρˆe(y) = ψˆ
†
e(y) ψˆe(y) , ρˆh(y) = ψˆ
†
h(y) ψˆh(y) , (A1)
where ψˆ†e(y) [ψˆ
†
h(y)] and ψˆe(y) [ψˆh(y)] are creation and destruction field operators of electrons (holes) at the position
y, respectively. Expanding each field operator in a plane-wave form with respect to the carrier wave number k gives
ψˆe(y) =
1√L
∑
k
aˆk e
iky , ψˆh(y) =
1√L
∑
k
βˆ−k e−iky , (A2)
and the Fourier transform of Eq.(A1) using this result yields
ˆ˜ρe(q) =
1
L
∑
k
aˆ†k−q aˆk , ˆ˜ρh(q) =
1
L
∑
k
βˆ†−(k+q) βˆ−k . (A3)
It is the expectation value of this result that is needed for an induced polarization field in classical Maxwell’s
equations. Solving the SBEs only provides 2
neq(t) =
〈
aˆ†q aˆq
〉
, (A4a)
nhq (t) =
〈
βˆ†−q βˆ−q
〉
, (A4b)
pq,q′(t) =
〈
βˆ−q′ aˆq
〉
, (A4c)
p∗q,q′(t) =
〈
aˆ†q βˆ
†
−q′
〉
, (A4d)
where aˆ†q and aˆq are the respective electron creation and destruction operators introduced in Eq.(A2), and βˆ
†
−q and βˆ−q
are the respective hole creation and destruction operators. However, to calculate the 1D linear density distribution
in momentum space we need the intraband coherence, which is not calculated with the SBEs.
In our proposed calculation we do not keep track of the intraband coherence for conduction electrons or holes.
However, we do keep track of the coherence between a particular electron and all the holes (and vice versa) through
the quantity pq,q′(t). Here, we propose a round-about way of calculating the expectation value of Eq. (A3) using the
quantities we have from solving the SBEs.
The anti-commutator relations for electrons and holes are given by:
{aˆk, aˆk′} = {βˆk, βˆk′} = {aˆk, βˆ†k′} = {aˆk, βˆk′} = 0 ,
{aˆ†k, aˆk′} = {βˆ†k, βˆk′} = δk,k′ . (A5)
Therefore, we can rewrite the operator expression for electrons in Eq. (A3) as
aˆ†k−qaˆk = aˆ
†
k−q{βˆ†−k′ , βˆ−k′}aˆk
= aˆ†k−q βˆ
†
−k′ βˆ−k′ aˆk + aˆ
†
k−q βˆ−k′ βˆ
†
−k′ aˆk
= aˆ†k−q βˆ
†
−k′ βˆ−k′ aˆk − aˆ†k−q βˆ−k′ aˆk βˆ†−k′
= aˆ†k−q βˆ
†
−k′ βˆ−k′ aˆk + aˆ
†
k−q aˆk βˆ−k′ βˆ
†
−k′
=aˆ†k−q βˆ
†
−k′ βˆ−k′ aˆk + aˆ
†
k−q aˆk
[
1− βˆ†−k′ βˆ−k′
]
. (A6)
This much is exact, but the linear density distribution in momentum space is calculated by taking the expectation value
of these expressions. By following the approach of Huag and Koch 12, we could use the random-phase approximation
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to reduce the expectation values of four operators into products of occupation numbers and interband coherences:〈
aˆ†k−qaˆk
〉
=
〈
aˆ†k−q βˆ
†
−k′ βˆ−k′ aˆk
〉
+
〈
aˆ†k−q aˆk
〉
−
〈
aˆ†k−q aˆk βˆ
†
−k′ βˆ−k′
〉
'
〈
aˆ†k−q βˆ
†
−k′
〉 〈
βˆ−k′ aˆk
〉
+
〈
aˆ†k−q aˆk
〉
−
〈
aˆ†k−q aˆk
〉 〈
βˆ†−k′ βˆ−k′
〉
' p∗k−q,k′(t) pk,k′(t) +
〈
aˆ†k−q aˆk
〉 [
1− nhk′(t)
]
,〈
aˆ†k−qaˆk
〉
' 2
Nh(t)
∑
k′
p∗k−q,k′(t) pk,k′(t) , (A7)
where Ne,h(t) = 2
∑
k
ne,hk (t). Therefore, with the random-phase approximation we could calculate the linear density
distribution in momentum space by:
ρ˜e(q, t) ' 2
Nh(t)L
∑
k,k′
p∗k−q,k′(t) pk,k′(t) . (A8)
An analogous calculation for the holes reveals:〈
βˆ†−(k+q)βˆ−k
〉
'
[∑
k1
ne(k1 + q, t)
]−1∑
k′
p∗k′+q,k+q(t) pk′+q,k(t)
=
2
Ne(t)
∑
k′
p∗k′,k+q(t) pk′,k(t) , (A9)
and
ρ˜h(q, t) ' 2
Ne(t)L
∑
k,k′
pk′,k−q(t) p∗k′,k(t) . (A10)
Appendix B: Coulomb-Matrix Elements
The Coulomb-interaction matrix elements introduced in Eqs. (9a), (9b), (25a) and (25b) are defined as 17
V ehk1,k′1; k′2,k2 = β
∫∫
d2ξ⊥ d
2ξ′⊥
[Ψek1(ξ⊥)]
∗[Ψh−k′1(ξ
′
⊥)]
∗Ψh−k′2(ξ
′
⊥) Ψ
e
k2
(ξ⊥)
|ξ⊥ − ξ′⊥|
(B1a)
V hhk′1,k′2; k′3,k′4 = β
∫∫
d2ξ⊥ d
2ξ′⊥
[Ψh−k′1(ξ⊥)]
∗[Ψh−k′2(ξ
′
⊥)]
∗Ψh−k′3(ξ
′
⊥) Ψ
h
−k′4(ξ⊥)
|ξ⊥ − ξ′⊥|
(B1b)
V eek1,k2; k3,k4 = β
∫∫
d2ξ⊥ d
2ξ′⊥
[Ψek1(ξ⊥)]
∗[Ψek2(ξ
′
⊥)]
∗Ψek3(ξ
′
⊥) Ψ
e
k4
(ξ⊥)
|ξ⊥ − ξ′⊥|
(B1c)
where β = e2/(4pi0r) and r is the average dielectric constant of the host material. Putting in the electron and hole
wave functions for the 1D quantum wires gives
V ehk1,k′1; k′2,k2 = δk1+k
′
2, k
′
1+k2
(
2β
L
)
Qe,h(k1 − k2) , (B2a)
V hhk′1,k′2; k′3,k′4 = δk
′
1+k
′
2, k
′
3+k
′
4
(
2β
L
)
Qh,h(k′4 − k′1) , (B2b)
V eek1,k2; k3,k4 = δk1+k2, k3+k4
(
2β
L
)
Qe,e(k1 − k4) , (B2c)
where ξ = (ξ⊥, ξ‖) is a local position vector for quantum wires, Qµ,ν(x) =
∫∫
d2ξ⊥d
2ξ′⊥ |ψµ0 (ξ⊥)|2K0(|x|[|ξ⊥−ξ′⊥|2 +
δ20 ]
1/2)
∣∣ψν0 (ξ′⊥)∣∣2 is an interaction integral for µ, ν = e,h, δ0 is the thickness of the wire, K0(|q||x|) is the modified
Bessel function of the third kind, and the cutoff for the modified Bessel function is |qe,hmin| ∼ αe,h/2. In our calculations,
the screening effects on the Coulomb interactions in Eqs. (B2a)-(B2c) have been taken into account by employing the
dielectric function in Eq. (10) under the random-phase approximation.
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Appendix C: Carrier- and Pair-Scattering Rates
For photo-excitations near a bandgap, the microscopic scattering-in and scattering-out rates for the electrons and
holes are calculated as 19
W
e,(in)
j,k (t) =
2pi
~
∑
k1
′
∣∣∣V epk,k1∣∣∣2 nej,k1(t){N0(Ωph)L(εek − εek1 − ~Ωph, ~Γph)
+ [N0(Ωph) + 1]L(ε
e
k − εek1 + ~Ωph, ~Γph)
}
+
2pi
~
∑
k1
′∑
k′,k′1
′
∣∣∣V ehk,k′; k′1,k1∣∣∣2 [1− nhj,k′(t)]nhj,k′1(t)nej,k1(t)
× L(εek + εhk′ − εek1 − εhk′1 , ~γeh)
+
2pi
~
∑
k2,k3,k4
′ ∣∣V eek,k2; k3,k4∣∣2 [1− nej,k2(t)]nej,k3(t)nej,k4(t)
× L(εek + εek2 − εek3 − εek4 , ~γe) , (C1)
W
e,(out)
j,k (t) =
2pi
~
∑
k1
′
∣∣∣V epk,k1 ∣∣∣2 [1− nej,k1(t)] {N0(Ωph)L(εek1 − εek − ~Ωph , ~Γph)
+ [N0(Ωph) + 1]L(ε
e
k1 − εek + ~Ωph , ~Γph)
}
+
2pi
~
∑
k1
′∑
k′,k′1
′
∣∣∣V ehk1,k′; k′1,k∣∣∣2 [1− nhj,k′(t)]nhj,k′1(t) [1− nej,k1(t)]
× L(εek1 + εhk′ − εek − εhk′1 , ~γeh)
+
2pi
~
∑
k2,k3,k4
′ ∣∣V eek4,k2; k3,k∣∣2 [1− nej,k2(t)]nej,k3(t) [1− nej,k4(t)]
× L(εek4 + εek2 − εek3 − εek , ~γe) , (C2)
W
h,(in)
j,k′ (t) =
2pi
~
∑
k′1
′
∣∣∣V hpk′,k′1∣∣∣2 nhj,k′1(t){N0(Ωph)L(εhk′ − εhk′1 − ~Ωph , ~Γph)
+ [N0(Ωph) + 1]L(ε
h
k′ − εhk′1 + ~Ωph , ~Γph)
}
+
2pi
~
∑
k′1
′∑
k,k1
′
∣∣∣V ehk,k′; k′1,k1∣∣∣2 [1− nej,k(t)]nej,k1(t)nhj,k′1(t)
× L(εek + εhk′ − εek1 − εhk′1 , ~γeh)
+
2pi
~
∑
k′2,k
′
3,k
′
4
′
∣∣∣V hhk′,k′2; k′3,k′4∣∣∣2 [1− nhj,k′2(t)]nhj,k′3(t)nhj,k′4(t)
× L(εhk′ + εhk′2 − ε
h
k′3
− εhk′4 , ~γh) , (C3)
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and
W
h,(out)
j,k′ (t) =
2pi
~
∑
k′1
′
∣∣∣V hpk′,k′1∣∣∣2 [1− nhj,k′1(t)]{N0(Ωph)L(εhk′1 − εhk′ − ~Ωph , ~Γph)
+ [N0(Ωph) + 1]L(ε
h
k′1
− εhk′ + ~Ωph , ~Γph)
}
+
2pi
~
∑
k′1
′∑
k,k1
′
∣∣∣V ehk,k′1; k′,k1∣∣∣2 [1− nej,k(t)]nej,k1(t)
×
[
1− nhj,k′1(t)
]
L(εek + ε
h
k′1
− εek1 − εhk′ , ~γeh)
+
2pi
~
∑
k′2,k
′
3,k
′
4
′
∣∣∣V hhk′4,k′2; k′3,k′ ∣∣∣2 [1− nhj,k′2(t)]nhj,k′3(t)
×
[
1− nhj,k′4(t)
]
L(εhk′4 + ε
h
k′2
− εhk′3 − ε
h
k′ , ~γh) , (C4)
where the impact-ionization, Auger and exciton-pair scattering, which are important only for narrow-bandgap semi-
conductors, have been neglected. Here, L(a, b) = (b/pi)/(a2 + b2) is the Lorentzian function, the primed summations
exclude the terms satisfying either k′ = k′1 or k1 = k, as well as the terms satisfying k2 = k3, k4 = k, k
′
2 = k
′
3
or k′4 = k
′, N0(Ωph) = [exp(~Ωph/kBT )− 1]−1 is the Bose function for the thermal-equilibrium longitudinal-optical
phonons, Ωph and 1/Γph are the frequency and lifetime of longitudinal-optical phonons in the host semiconductors,
1/γe and 1/γh are the lifetimes of photo-excited electrons and holes, respectively, and γeh = (γe + γh)/2. In addition,
both the interband (second terms) and the intraband (third terms) energy relaxations are included.
The RPA screened coupling between the longitudinal-optical phonons and electrons or holes in Eqs. (C1)-(C4) are 17
∣∣∣V hpk′,k′1∣∣∣2 = e2~Ωph2pi0L
(
1
∞
− 1
s
) |Qh,h(k′1 − k′)|
[1D(|k′1 − k′|, t)]2
, (C5a)∣∣∣V epk,k1∣∣∣2 = e2~Ωph2pi0L
(
1
∞
− 1
s
) |Qe,e(k1 − k)|
[1D(|k1 − k|, t)]2 , (C5b)
where ∞ and s are the high-frequency and static dielectric constants of the host polar semiconductor.
Appendix D: Diagonal and Off-Diagonal Dephase Rates
The diagonal dephasing of pσj,k,k′(t) in Eq. (8c) has been taken into account by ∆
e
j,k(t) and ∆
h
j,k′(t) terms with
∆ehj,k,k′(t) = ∆
e
j,k(t) + ∆
h
j,k′(t), which are given by
2
∆ej,k(t) =
pi
~
∑
k1,q 6=0
∣∣V eek1−q,k+q; k,k1 ∣∣2 [L(εek1−q + εek+q − εek − εek1 , γe)
×{nej,k1−q(t)nej,k+q(t) [1− nej,k1(t)] + [1− nej,k1−q(t)] [1− nej,k+q(t)]nej,k1(t)}]
+
pi
~
∑
k′1,q 6=0
∣∣∣V ehk−q,k′1−q; k′1,k∣∣∣2 [L(εhk′1−q + εek−q − εek − εhk′1 , γeh){nhj,k′1−q(t) [1− nhj,k′1(t)]nej,k−q(t)
+[1− nhj,k′1−q(t)]n
h
j,k′1
(t) [1− nej,k−q(t)]
}]
, (D1)
∆hj,k′(t) =
pi
~
∑
k′1,q′ 6=0
∣∣∣V hhk′1−q′,k′+q′; k′,k′1∣∣∣2 [L(εhk′1−q′ + εhk′+q′ − εhk′ − εhk′1 , γh)
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×
{
nhj,k′1−q′(t)n
h
j,k′+q′(t)[1− nhj,k′1(t)] + [1− n
h
j,k′1−q′(t)] [1− n
h
j,k′+q′(t)]n
h
j,k′1
(t)
}]
+
pi
~
∑
k1,q′ 6=0
∣∣V ehk1−q′,k′−q′; k′,k1∣∣2 [L(εek1−q′ + εhk′−q′ − εhk′ − εek1 , γeh){nej,k1−q′(t) [1− nej,k1(t)]
×nhj,k′−q′(t) + [1− nej,k1−q′(t)]nej,k1(t) [1− nhj,k′−q′(t)]
}]
. (D2)
Furthermore, the off-diagonal dephasing of pσj,k,k′(t) in Eq. (8c) has also been included by Λ
e
j,k,q(t) and Λ
h
j,k′,q′(t)
terms, which are given by 2
Λej,k,q(t) =
pi
~
∑
k1
∣∣V eek1,k+q; k,k1+q∣∣2 [L(εek1+q + εek − εek1 − εek+q, γe)
×{nej,k1+q(t)nej,k(t) [1− nej,k1(t)] + [1− nej,k1+q(t)] [1− nej,k(t)]nej,k1(t)}]
+
pi
~
∑
k′1
∣∣∣V ehk,k′1−q; k′1,k+q∣∣∣2 [L(εhk′1−q + εek − εhk′1 − εek+q, γeh){nhj,k′1−q(t) [1− nhj,k′1(t)]nej,k(t)
+[1− nhj,k′1−q(t)]n
h
j,k′1
(t) [1− nej,k(t)]
}]
, (D3)
Λhj,k′,q′(t) =
pi
~
∑
k′1
∣∣∣V hhk′1,k′+q′; k′,k′1+q′ ∣∣∣2 [L(εhk′1+q′ + εhk′ − εhk′1 − εhk′+q′ , γh)
×
{
nhj,k′1+q′(t)n
h
j,k′(t)[1− nhj,k′1(t)] + [1− n
h
j,k′1+q′
(t)] [1− nhj,k′(t)]nhj,k′1(t)
}]
+
pi
~
∑
k1
∣∣V ehk1,k′+q′; k′,k1−q′ ∣∣2 [L(εek1−q′ + εhk′ − εek1 − εhk′+q′ , γeh){nej,k1−q′(t) [1− nej,k1(t)]
×nhj,k′(t) + [1− nej,k1−q′(t)]nej,k1(t) [1− nhj,k′(t)]
}]
. (D4)
